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known as a company that specializes in performance products for both consumers and military
use, Banks is embarking on a completely new venture that might make people think the team
has gone mad! Usually, the types of vehicles they work on are built to either break speed
records or haul heavy loads with ease. If you take a look at the Banks lineage, their current build
really stands out as all others were built for performance. Since they were going through large
numbers of engines, founder Gale Banks made an arrangement with GM to get engines with his
internals. This led to the folks at Pontiac giving Banks a second-gen Firebird to set new speed
records. Despite dozens of challengers this was a title that stood for years. Banks also made
leaps in technology for truck performance with a few notable projects. The Banks name has a
large footprint that extends to the military by supplying thousands of DT power plants, which is
a purpose-built Duramax diesel engine. Everyone at Banks is a gearhead, so leaving it stock
was never an option. Instead, they have devised a plan to replace the Mr. Goodwrench Chevy
small block V8 gas engine with a special diesel package and swap the chassis to make this
truck sit lower than ever. Starting with the chassis, the team turned to the folks at the Roadster
Shop, who have reengineered numerous older vehicles such as this one. However, this truck is
a bit different from the rest and the chassis will be a beefed-up version built accommodate the
Duramax-based engine and to withstand its torque while hauling big loads and a trailer if
needed. Starting with custom front spindles from famed off-road house, KibbeTech, it will have
8-lug hubs to help support the heavy engine. Out back will be a custom Strange Engineering
9-inch 8-lug rear end and Eaton Detroit Truetrac limited-slip differential. Topping off the
suspension is a set of airbags, shocks and air management system that will come from
Ridetech. The rollers will be covered in Nitto Invo tires for the ultimate in high performance
traction. With solid ribs, these tires will keep the truck in constant contact with the pavement.
Furthermore, the interlocking sipes of these tires help maintain traction during acceleration and
braking. Speaking of slowing this truck down, two pair of Wilwood TX6R inch disc brakes will be
in place to bring this truck to a halt. This truck is being built to showcase a new Banks DS
power package Banks crate engine that is currently being developed for transplants into older
vehicles and marine applications. This package will be comprised of a heavily modified
Duramax L5P 6. Many will question why a performance-based company would build such a
truck and to answer the skeptics, we ask why not? Hot rodding is a form of self-expression and
this C20 goes to serve those that simply want to see something wild. There will also be a
number of other product partners and modifications that will be added to the list as the build
progresses. Sign up for more restomod content to add horsepower to your inbox. January 12,
Story By Kevin Aguilar Best known as a company that specializes in performance products for
both consumers and military use, Banks is embarking on a completely new venture that might
make people think the team has gone mad! How It All Started If you take a look at the Banks
lineage, their current build really stands out as all others were built for performance. Making
Pickups Fly Banks also made leaps in technology for truck performance with a few notable
projects. Defending Freedom The Banks name has a large footprint that extends to the military
by supplying thousands of DT power plants, which is a purpose-built Duramax diesel engine. A
New Foundation Starting with the chassis, the team turned to the folks at the Roadster Shop,
who have reengineered numerous older vehicles such as this one. Hot Rodding It This truck is
being built to showcase a new Banks DS power package Banks crate engine that is currently
being developed for transplants into older vehicles and marine applications. Recommended For
You. Subscription Confirmed! Continue on to the site and look for links to the latest articles, as
soon as they are released. Sign me up for a quarterly digital magazine subscription. View or
Download our free Digital Magazines Today! Go to newsstand. Skelly Dr. Tulsa, OK Toggle
Navigation Route 66 Chevrolet. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit
the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please
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There's a Chevy for everyone. For decades, Chevrolet has been manufacturing cars and trucks

that range from sporty to heavy duty to practical. And although every Chevy is dependable, it
needs regular care to remain so. Genuine Chevrolet Parts are built to meet the factory
specifications of performance and durability. Buy yours today. Route 66 Chevrolet. Address: E.
Tulsa, OK Phone: Email:. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My Information Testimonials. Data
Agreement While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. Only the more skilled truck enthusiast can
correctly identify each year in this series. Keep this following data close at hand when you
evaluate these years. Dual headlights. The sheet metal part of this hood will be used only two
years. The Apache name on the side plate carried from the earlier series. The Chevrolet letters
are stamped in the bottom of the grill housing. A grill modification places the Chevrolet letters
in the center of an insert. Half ton wheels change from having three clips to three nubs in their
center to secure a different design hub cap. On
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ly year in the series with round headlight rings. The side fender emblem is more vertical in
shape. The final year in the series for the classic wraparound windshield. This also will change
shape of the doors and result in a completely redesigned dash. This is the big year for major
mechanical changes. A new design short stroke six cylinder is standard. The famous six is
history. Torsion bar front suspension is replaced with the more conventional coil spring front
end. Basically the same truck mechanically and body. GM has a good thing going! The
noticeable exterior differences are the chrome side emblems. The flatter windshield is a trade
mark of these four years. Tags: , , chevrolet , differences , old chevy truck. This entry was
posted on Thursday, February 11th, at am and is filed under Technical Articles [unsorted]. You
can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. Both comments and pings are
currently closed. Search Articles. Featured Trucks Menu. All Rights Reserved.

